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Abstract
We consider self-pulsing in lasers with a gain section and an absorber section via a mechanism known as Q-switching,
as described mathematically by the Yamada ordinary differential equation model for the gain, the absorber and the
laser intensity. More specifically, we are interested in the case that gain and absorber decay on different time scales.
We present the overall bifurcation structure by showing how the two-parameter bifurcation diagram in the plane of
pump strength versus decay rate of the gain changes with the ratio between the two decay rates. In total, there are ten
cases BI to BX of qualitatively different two-parameter bifurcation diagrams, which we present with an explanation of
the transitions between them. Moroever, we show for each of the associated eleven cases of structurally stable phase
portraits (in open regions of the parameter space) a three-dimensional representation of the organisation of phase space
by the two-dimensional manifolds of saddle equilibria and saddle periodic orbits.
The overall bifurcation structure constitutes a comprehensive picture of the exact nature of the observable dynamics,
including multi-stability and excitability, which we expect to be of relevance for experimental work on Q-switching
lasers with different kinds of saturable absorbers.
1 Introduction
Pulsating oscillations in lasers have been observed in original studies in the 1960s; see, for example, [1]. Subsequently,
pulsating output light was found to be present in a plethora of laser systems, including gas lasers [2, 3, 4], solid state
lasers [5, 6] and semiconductor lasers [7, 8]. Pulsing lasers have been used in diverse applications, such as telecommu-
nications [9], millimetre wave generation to provide increased communication bandwidth [10], photo-acoustic sensing for
increased accuracy [11, 12] and medical imaging [13]. A comprehensive review of pulsing lasers and their applications is
provided, for example, by [14].
A self-pulsing laser is an economical and simple means to provide short, high power laser pulses [15]. In a much used
approach, two spatially separated segments, a gain and a saturable absorber section, are placed in the laser cavity. These
sections perform different roles in the system to obtain the desired output. The two materials are separated, so that they
interact only through the intensity field in the cavity [16]. The gain section is pumped so that the atoms have a positive
population inversion consisting of excited states that provide an active or amplifying medium capable of producing light
by producing photons. The saturable absorber, on the other hand, provides a negative population inversion initially,
that is, it absorbs photons or light rather than producing them; this means that the absorber section appears opaque to
the light inside the cavity rather than transparent. However, as time passes, the absorber gradually saturates, meaning
that it absorbs less and less light, and eventually becomes fully saturated and transparent. This enables a short pulse to
from and escape the laser cavity as a spike in the laser intensity. As a result, the absorber is flushed out and becomes
opaque again. In the self-pulsing regime, this process, which is referred to as Q-switching, then repeats. The self-pulsing
operation in such a laser with saturable absorber, hence, consists of a sequence of high-intensity pulses with the laser
effectively being off in between the pulses. We remark that Q-switching requires the laser to operate in a single mode of
the laser cavity. An alternative and physically different method for pulse generation is mode locking, which relies on the
technique of locking the phases of many longitudinally propagating modes within the cavity [17, 18]; as such, it is not the
focus of this study.
Several models were developed for Q-switched single mode laser systems; they describe self-pulsations as well as
interesting multi-stable, excitable and chaotic dynamics [19, 20, 16]. In this paper, we study a model for a self-pulsing
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laser, introduced by Yamada [19], which comprises three ordinary differential equations (ODEs) for the gain G, the
absorption Q and the intensity I. This model can be written in non-dimensional form [21] as
G˙ = γG(A−G−GI),
Q˙ = γQ(B −Q− γQ
γG
aQI),
I˙ = (G−Q− 1)I.
(1)
Here, A is the pump parameter for the gain, which is typically varied in an experiment. Further, γG and γQ are the ratios
of the photon versus carrier lifetimes, or decay times for short, of the gain and absorber sections, respectively, B is the
absorption coefficient, and a the relative absorption versus gain parameter. The latter group of parameters is determined
by the material properties of the laser device. We rewrite Eqs. (1) in terms of the decay time ratio σ = γG/γQ as
G˙ = γG(A−G−GI),
Q˙ =
γG
σ
(B −Q− a
σ
QI),
I˙ = (G−Q− 1)I.
(2)
The new parameter σ encodes the different decay times of gain and absorber media and, hence, their different decay rates.
The Yamada model has been used by several authors to study Q-switching dynamics. In [22, 23], it is suggested
that Q-switched pulsing solutions are born from a homoclinic bifurcation; in addition an asymptotic method is used to
map out the threshold conditions and pulse characteristics in a microchip laser with saturable absorber as a function
of the pump parameter. The paper [21] presented a complete description of all possible dynamics for the special case
that γG = γQ = γ, that is, for σ = 1. More specifically, these authors presented a two-parameter bifurcation diagram in
plane of (A, γ)-plane with a total of nine regions of different qualitative dynamics, including regions with bistability and
excitability; moreover, they showed that self-pulsations are indeed born from a homoclinic bifurcation. That work was
used in [24, 25] to explain the short pulses in experiments on micropillar lasers with an intracavity saturable absorber
in response to an input perturbation. [26] demonstrated a unified platform for spike processing with a fibre laser with
graphene saturable absorber; aided by the Yamada model, they showed that this platform can simultaneously exhibit
logic-level restoration, cascadability and input-output isolation. More recently, in [27] we considered a relatively short all-
fibre laser with saturable absorber and demonstrated that the onset of self-pulsations is either via a homoclinic bifurcation
or a Hopf bifurcation; these experimental results are in good agreement with the predictions of the Yamada model.
The motivation for this study stems from the fact that most experimental realisations of self-pulsing lasers have
different decay times for gain and absorber sections and, hence, σ 6= 1. On the other hand, the earlier bifurcation analysis
of the Yamada model in [21] is restricted to the special case σ = 1. This discrepancy is the central issue that this paper
addresses. More specifically, we present here a three-parameter bifurcation analysis by considering how the two-parameter
bifurcation diagram in the (A, γG)-plane of Eqs. (2) changes with the decay ratio parameter σ. There is a total of ten
cases, which we denote BI to BX, of qualitatively different two-parameter bifurcation diagrams, with a total of eleven
cases of structurally stable phase portraits. We present careful numerical evidence for all of the cases BI to BX and the
transitions between them. Moreover, for each of the eleven phase portraits we present three-dimensional representation
of the organisation of phase space, rather than two-dimensional projections as in [21]. To this end, we compute and show
the two-dimensional invariant manifolds of the respective saddle equilibria and saddle periodic orbits.
Our first result is that the two-parameter bifurcation diagram from [21] with a Bogdanov-Takens (BT) point as an
organising center and featuring bistability and excitability — which is our starting point and denoted case BI here — does
not change qualitatively when σ is allowed to change for σ < 1. Hence, when the gain decays slower than the absorption
in the respective sections of the laser, the (A, γG)-plane is already known from this earlier work. On the other hand, as we
will show, for 1 < σ, when the gain decays faster than the absorption, there are qualitative changes to the (A, γG)-plane
from a certain value of 1 < σ onwards, which generate an additional two generic phase portraits. As our main result, we
explain in detail how and when the bifurcation diagram in (A, γG)-plane changes as σ increases, by providing sketches of
all bifurcation cases BI–BX as well as explanations of the transitions between them via codimension-three events. These
sketches are accompanied by evidence in the (A, γG)-plane of careful numerical investigations, including enlargements of
regions that verify the presence or absence of certain dynamics. We show that the bifurcation diagram gradually decreases
in size and eventually collapses down to a point with γG = 0 as σ increases.
An overview of how the loci of the different bifurcations change with σ is provided in two ways. Firstly, we present
the σ-line with ranges of all bifurcation cases BI–BX and the locations of associated transitions, both as a sketch and as
an image with the actual positions of numerically computed transitions. Secondly, we provide an image of the bifurcation
set in three-dimensional (A, γG, σ)-space, consisting of surfaces of codimension-one bifurcations, their intersection curves,
as well as curves of codimension-two bifurcations. All eleven cases of generic phase portraits in open regions of (A, γG, σ)-
space are presented as two-dimensional sketches and projections, but also in the full (G,Q, I)-space. The latter provides
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Figure 1: Sketches of the bifurcation diagram of type BI in the (A, γ)-plane with phase portraits for the nine open regions,
shown in the (G, I)-plane where the third direction is always attracting. Invariant objects are attracting equilibria (filled
diamond), saddle equilibria (hollow diamond), attracting periodic orbits (boldface circle) and saddle periodic orbits (thin
circles).
new insight into how the two-dimensional invariant manifolds of equilibria and periodic orbits of saddle type form the
basin boundaries between different attractors. In this way, the organisation of multi-stabilty, as well as the exact nature
of the excitability threshold in the full three-dimensional phase space of this laser system, are clarified.
2 Bifurcation diagram BI for σ ≤ 1
Our starting point is the detailed study in [21] of self pulsations of a laser with saturable absorber described by the
Yamada model for equal decay lifetimes, that is, for γ = γG = γQ and, hence, σ = 1. A complete description of how
the possible dynamics of the model depends on all four parameters A, γG, B and a was presented. Figure 1 shows the
main bifurcation diagram from the paper [21], which includes an explicit derivation of all bifurcations of equilibria. A
two-parameter bifurcation diagram in the (A, γG)-plane is surrounded by sketches of nine phase portraits in open regions.
This most complicated and relevant bifurcation diagram occurs when B and a are sufficiently large as is the case, for
example, for B = 5.8 and a = 1.8, which are the values that we use for the computations throughout this paper. This
bifurcation diagram is referred to in [21] as Type III.
Since it is our starting point, we refer to this bifurcation diagram in Fig. 1 as case BI. The horizontal line corresponds
to γG = 0, and it is the lower limit of the bifurcation diagram because negative γG is not physically relevant. There are
curves of saddle-node bifurcations S, and of transcritical bifurcation T. On the curve S there is a Bogdanov-Takens point
BT, which emerges as the main organising centre; for background on the different types of bifurcations we encounter see,
for example, [28, 29]. From BT, a curve H of Hopf bifurcations and a curve L of homoclinic bifurcations emerge. They
cross one another in a codimension-one-plus-one event, H∩L, and L stays on the left of the transcritical curve T where
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Figure 2: The nine phase portraits projected onto the (G, I)-plane showing equilibria (blue and red diamonds) and
periodic orbits (blue and red curves), one-dimensional manifolds (dark grey curves) and selected trajectories (light grey
curves); attracting objects are blue and saddle objects are red. The chosen parameters are listed in Table 1.
the equilibrium of the homoclinic orbit disappears. The curve H, on the other hand, crosses the curve T and eventually
reaches γG = 0 for higher values of A (which is not shown in the bifurcation sketch) of Fig. 1. The crossing of curves L
and H requires a switch of the stability of the bifurcating periodic orbits, that is, there must be changes of the criticality
of L and H near their crossing point [21]. This happens on the curve H at the codimension-two degenerate Hopf point
GH where H changes from subcritical to supercritical; and on the curve L we find a codimension-two neutral-saddle
homoclinic point NH, where the saddle quantity at the saddle point involved in the homoclinic bifurcation is zero; this
means that the saddle is neither attracting nor repelling along the homoclinic orbit. Consequently, there is a curve D of
saddle-node bifurcations of periodic orbits emanating from the points NH and GH, which connects these two points and
completes the local picture near the intersection of L and H.
This collection of bifurcation curves divides the (A, γG)-plane in Fig. 1 into nine distinct regions of different dynamics,
which are represented by the surrounding setches of the associated phase portraits 1 to 9. These are represented in
two-dimensions only, where I is the vertical direction with I = 0 being the bottom line. The horizontal direction can be
thought of either G or Q and the third direction is always attracting.
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Figure 3: Phase portrait in region 2 in the (G,Q, I)-space showing the attracting equilibrium o (blue diamond), saddle
equilibria p and q (red diamonds), manifolds Wu(p) (red curve), W s(q) (blue curve), W s(p) (blue surface) and Wu(q)
(red surface); see Table 1 for parameter values.
2.1 Phase portraits 1 to 9
The two-dimensional sketches of Fig. 1 complete the topological information needed for the bifurcation diagram. They
have been confirmed in [21] by computed versions in projection onto the (G, I)-plane consisting of equilibria, periodic
orbits, one-dimensional invariant manifolds and selected trajectories. Figure 2 shows this type of planar representation,
which suffices to characterize the topological aspects of the dynamics of the system. On the other hand, it leaves out
considerable subtleties in the three-dimensional phase space, especially regarding how two-dimensional manifolds organize
the phase space geometrically.
Figures 3 to 10 show phase portraits 2 to 9 in the full (G,Q, I)-space with all relevant one-dimensional and two-
dimensional invariant manifolds; all phase portraits shown have been computed for parameter values detailed in Table 1.
We proceed by discussing the nine generic phase portraits 1 to 9 in detail, with reference to the sketches in Fig. 1, the
two-dimensional computed phase portraits in Fig. 2 and their three-dimensional computed equivalents in (G,Q, I)-space
in figures 3 to 10.
To the left of the curve S is region 1, where the stable equilibrium o on the invariant plane I = 0 is the only equilibrium;
compare with panel 1 of Fig. 2 (because of its simplicity we are not presenting a three-dimensional phase portrait for
region 1). The point o represents the off-state of the laser. In region 1, this equilibrium is stable and attracts all initial
conditions.
Crossing the curve S below the point BT means moving into region 2. There are now two additional equilibria p and
q, where p is a saddle with two stable and one unstable eigenvalues and q is a spiral source. The off-state o is still the
only attractor and attracts all initial conditions except for q, p and its stable manifold W s(p). The sketch in Fig. 1 as
well as panel 2 of Fig. 2 show the equilibria and the one-dimensional unstable manifold Wu(p) of p, each side of which
ends at the attractor o. Also shown in panel 2 of Fig. 2 is a trajectory starting near q; it spirals out and also ends up
at o, which is indeed the only attractor. Since point p is of saddle type it must have a two-dimensional stable manifold
W s(p). It is indicated in the sketch of Fig. 2 as two trajectories ending up at p. As Fig. 3 shows, W s(p) is a surface
that rolls up in a carpet-like fashion around the one-dimensional stable manifold W s(q) of q. Again, W s(q) is not shown
in panel 2 of Fig. 2; it can be thought of here and in the sketch of Fig. 1 as the third, stable direction that that is
not shown in these two-dimensional representations. Importantly, the surface W s(p) forms a separatrix that defines the
excitability threshold of the system in region 2. Any initial condition near point p and below W s(p) goes back to the off
state o immediately, whereas any initial condition above W s(p) makes a large excursion along Wu(p) before ending up
at o. This all-or-nothing response is known as excitability and the laser is excitable in region 2. Note further that W s(p)
intersects the red two-dimensional unstable manifold Wu(q) of q to form a structurally stable heteroclinic connection,
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Table 1: Chosen representative parameter values for the phase portraits in the different regions of Fig. 2 and Fig. 14,
with an indication of invariant objects, namely equilibria p, q, o, and periodic orbits Γa (attractor) and Γ× (saddle);
throughout, B=5.8 and a=1.8.
REGION (A, γG, σ)
INVARIANT OBJECTS
p q o Γa2 Γ
×
1 Γ
×
3
1 (5.500, 0.04000, 1.000) X
2 (6.540, 0.04000, 1.000) X X X
3 (6.351, 0.12000, 1.000) X X X X
4 (6.720, 0.15000, 1.000) X X X
5 (6.300, 0.07450, 1.000) X X X X X
6 (6.766, 0.06741, 1.000) X X X X
7 (6.800, 0.03000, 1.000) X X X
8 (6.885, 0.06300, 1.000) X X X X
9 (7.500, 0.15000, 1.000) X X
10 (6.537, 0.04304, 1.115) X X X X X X
11 (6.542, 0.04255, 1.115) X X X X X
which is shown as a white curve in Fig. 3.
The transition from region 2 to 3 is via the curve H. The points o and p along with its manifolds Wu(p) and W s(p)
remain largely unchanged. However, the point q changes from saddle type to an attractor with the appearance of a periodic
orbit, Γ×1 of saddle type around q; see panel 3 of Fig. 1 and 2. The equilibrium q possesses a one-dimensional strong
stable manifold W ss(q) which again corresponds to the third stable direction that has been left out in this projection.
There are now two attractors in region two. Since the periodic orbit Γ×1 is of saddle type it has two-dimensional stable
and unstable manifolds W s(Γ×1 ) and W
u(Γ×1 ), respectively. They are shown in Fig. 4(a1) as blue and red surfaces. In
fact, W s(Γ×1 ) forms the basin boundary separating the two attractors q and p. Panel (a2) of Fig. 4 shows also the stable
manifold W s(p) which, similarly rolls up into a carpet-like fashion, but accumulates now on the stable manifold W s(Γ×1 )
of the periodic orbit Γ×1 .
Crossing the homoclinic bifurcation L from region 3 into region 4 results in the disappearance of the periodic orbit
Γ×1 . The sketches of Fig. 1 show that in region 4, the equilibria o, p and q keep their previous stability properties but
the structure of the one-dimensional manifold Wu(p) has changed; see also panel 4 of Fig. 2, where the equilibria o and q
remain the only attractors. One branch of Wu(p) goes to the attractor o while the other branch of Wu(p) spirals towards
the attractor q. The two-dimensional manifold W s(p) of the saddle point p has been sketched as a curve in Fig. 1 due to
the chosen projection; this curve corresponds to the basin boundary between the two attractors o and q and the laser is
bistable in region 4. The actual nature of the basin W s(p) boundary is illustrated in Fig. 5. The stable manifold W s(p)
folds over to envelope the point q and the spiralling part of Wu(p) that ends up at q, while the shorter part of Wu(p)
that goes to the off-state o remains outside and below W s(p). As such, any initial condition on the q-side of W s(p) goes
to the point q and the laser produces constant intensity output, while any initial condition on the other side of W s(p)
ends up at o, that is, at the off-state with zero intensity.
Moving into region 5 requires crossing the curve D. The difference now is the appearance of two periodic orbits: an
attracting periodic orbit Γa2 and the periodic orbit Γ
×
1 of saddle type; see panels 5 of Fig. 1 and 2. This brings to three
the total number of attractors and the unstable manifold Wu(p) now accumulates onto the outside of the periodic orbit
Γa2 from the outside; see also the trajectory in panel 5 of Fig 2 in region 5 starting near Γ
×
1 and spiralling out to end up on
Γa2 . Notice that the two periodic orbits are far apart and Γ
a
2 is close to homoclinic. The presence of these three attractors
requires basin boundaries that are not comprehensively shown in figures 1 and 2 but rather in the three dimensional view
of Fig. 6. Here we see that the surfaces W s(p) and W s(Γ×1 ) form two different basin boundaries that delineate three
basins and, as a consequence, the laser is tri-stable. The manifold W s(Γ×1 ) forms a cylinder and any initial condition
inside it goes to q, while any initial condition on the outside of W s(Γ×1 ) but on the inner side of W
s(p) goes to Γa2 which
corresponds to a periodic, pulsing laser intensity. Additionally, all initial conditions on the other-side of W s(p) go to o.
Region 6 is then entered via the curve H. The difference here is the disappearance of the periodic orbit Γ×1 at the curve
H; the equilibrium q is now of saddle type as sketch 6 of Fig 1 illustrates. The two-dimensional manifold W s(p), which
is sketched as a curve due to the chosen projection, defines a separatrix between the two attractors, Γa2 and o. Hence the
laser is bistable in region 6 and, thus, capable of pulsations or being off, depending on the initial condition. Any initial
condition close to the equilibrium q spirals out towards the attractor Γa2 as represented by the light grey curve in panel
6 of Fig 2. Figure 7 shows the geometry of the one-dimensional stable manifold W s(q) and the separatrix W s(p) in the
full phase space. The manifold W s(p) forms a loop around, Γa2 and, consequently, any initial condition on the inside of
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Figure 4: Phase portrait in region 3 in the (G,Q, I)-space showing the attracting equilibria o and q (blue diamond),
saddle equilibrium p (red diamond), saddle periodic orbit Γ×1 (black curve) and manifolds W
ss(q) (blue curve) and Wu(p)
(red curve). Panel (a1) shows the surfaces W s(Γ×1 ) (light blue surface) and W
u(Γ×1 ) (red surface) and panel (a2) also
shows W s(p) (dark blue surface); see Table 1 for parameter values.
W s(p) goes to Γa2 , while any initial condition on the other-side of W
s(p) goes to the off-state o.
Crossing the curve T from region 6 leads into region 7. At T the point p disappears and the attractor o now becomes
a saddle in region 7. Hence, o now has a two-dimensional stable manifold Ws(o) which actually is the plane defined by
I = 0. Its one-dimensional unstable manifold Wu(p) accumulates onto the periodic orbit Γa2 as is sketched in Fig 1; see
also panel 7 of Fig. 2. Similarly, any initial condition close to the equilibrium q spirals out quickly towards the periodic
orbit Γa2 , which is the only attractor in region 7. Figure 8 shows geometry in R3. Also shown is the two dimensional
strong stable manifold W ss(Γa2) around which W
u(o) approaches Γa2 .
Crossing the curve H from region 7 leads to region 8. The saddle point q is now an attractor and the periodic orbit Γ×1
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Figure 5: Phase portraits in region 4 in the (G,Q, I)-space showing the attracting equilibria o,q (blue diamond), saddle
equilibrium p (red diamond) and manifold W ss(q) (blue curve). Also shown are the surfaces W s(p) (blue surface); see
Table 1 for parameter values.
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Figure 6: Phase portrait in region 5 in the (G,Q, I)-space showing the attracting equilibria o and q (blue diamond),
saddle equilibrium p (red diamond), attracting periodic orbit Γa2 (blue curve), saddle periodic orbit Γ
×
1 (black curve) and
manifolds Wu(p) (red curve) and W ss(q) (blue curve). Also shown are surfaces W s(p) (dark blue surface), W s(Γ×1 ) (light
blue surface) and Wu(Γ×1 ) (red surface); see Table 1 for parameter values.
of saddle type now sits within Γa2 and around q. In the sketch of region 8 in Fig. 1 and in panel 8 of Fig. 2, the periodic
orbit Γ×1 separates the two only attractors in region 8 where we again find bistability. The two dimensional manifold
Γ×1 is not shown here but it delineates the two basins of attraction q and Γ
a
2 . Figure 9 illustrates W
s(Γ×1 ) in R3 as a
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Figure 7: Phase portrait in region 6 in the (G,Q, I)-space showing the attracting equilibrium o (blue diamond), saddle
equilibria q and p (red diamond), attracting periodic orbit Γa2 (blue curve) and manifolds W
u(p) (red curve) and W s(q)
(blue curve). Also shown are surfaces W s(p) (blue surface) and Wu(q) (red surface); see Table 1 for parameter values.
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Figure 8: Phase portrait in region 7 in the (G,Q, I)-space showing the saddle equilibria o and p (red diamond), attracting
periodic orbit Γa2 (blue curve), saddle periodic orbit Γ
×
1 (black curve) and manifolds W
u(o) (red curve) and W s(q) (blue
curve). Also shown are surfaces Wu(q) (red surface) and W ss(Γa2) (blue surface); see Table 1 for parameter values.
cylindrical separatrix such that any initial condition inside W s(Γ×1 ) goes to q, while any initial condition on the outside
of W s(Γ×1 ) goes to Γ
a
2 ; the latter includes W
u(o).
Finally, moving into region 9 from region 7 is also via the curve H. The sketch of region 9 in Fig. 1 and panel 9 of Fig. 2
show that the periodic orbit Γa2 has disappeared and q is now stable and the only attractor. Hence all initial conditions
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Figure 9: Phase portrait in region 8 in the (G,Q, I)-space showing the attracting equilibrium q (blue diamond), saddle
equilibrium o (red diamond), attracting periodic orbit Γa2 (blue curve), saddle periodic orbit Γ
×
1 (red curve) and manifolds
Wu(o) (red curve), W ss(q) (blue curve). Also shown are surfaces W s(Γ×1 ) (blue surface) and W
u(Γ×1 ) (red surface); see
Table 1 for parameter values.
region 9
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Figure 10: Phase portraits in region 9 in the (G,Q, I)-space showing the attracting equilibrium q (blue diamond), saddle
equilibrium o (red diamond) and manifolds Wu(o) (red curve), W ss(q) (blue curve); see Table 1 for parameter values.
end up at q and the laser produces constant lasing output. Figure 10 shows this relatively simple phase portrait in the
three-dimensional phase space.
The bifurcation diagram in Fig. 1 is structurally stable, so changing σ only a little bit causes no change in its topological
structure. Larger changes beyond a certain σ, on the other hand, may results in topological changes of the bifurcation
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diagram. For decreasing σ from σ = 1, which in physical terms means that the gain decays slower than the absorption,
we found in our investigation that the bifurcation diagram does not change qualitatively. In other words, for σ ∈ (0, 1]
the relative positions of the bifurcation curves remain the same, the different regions change only in size and none of them
disappears. This means that bifurcation diagram case BI as shown in Fig. 1 is relevant whenever γG ≤ γQ.
3 Bifurcation diagrams BII to BX for 1 < σ
We now increase σ from 1 so that the gain section always decays faster than the absorber section, that is, γQ < γG.
There are now qualitative changes to the relative arrangement of bifurcation curves and new dynamics is created. Every
such change of the bifurcation diagram corresponds to an event of codimension three. These come in two flavours:
codimension-two-plus-one or codimension-three. The first case usually involves a codimension-two point of the bifurcation
diagram moving across a codimension-one curve; however, there is no codimension-three bifurcation in the sense that
the two bifurcations do not involve the same object in phase space. A codimension-three bifurcation in the classical
sense of bifurcation theory, on the other hand, concerns a single object in phase space and typically generates additional
bifurcation curves. We will see several examples, including the codimension-three event where the BT point occurs at
I = 0, defining the invariant plane. In either case, a codimension-three event creates changes that occur locally in some
smaller area of the bifurcation diagram; in other words, outside this neighbourhood the bifurcation diagram remains
unaltered qualitatively.
Table 2: σ-values for the shown bifurcation cases BI to BX, with locations of codimension-two points in Fig. 13; through-
out, B=5.8 and a=1.8.
CASE σ BT (A, γG,) C (A, γG,) NH (A, γG,) GH (A, γG,)
BI 1.0000 (6.1300, 0.2100) n/a (6.6080, 0.0880) (7.2561, 0.0460)
BII 1.0670 (6.2118, 0.1366) (6.5869, 0.0648) (6.6079, 0.0621) (6.8149, 0.0462)
BIII 1.0697 (6.2176, 0.1334) (6.5843, 0.0638) (6.6078, 0.0608) (6.7821, 0.0473)
BIV 1.0700 (6.2183, 0.1331) (6.5840, 0.0636) (6.6078, 0.0606) (6.7821, 0.0471)
BV 1.1150 (6.3119, 0.0788) (6.5307, 0.0437) (6.6242, 0.0322)
(6.7924, 0.0124)
(6.6001, 0.0375)
BV–VI 1.121807 (6.3255, 0.0703) (6.5210, 0.0400) (6.6543, 0.0230) (6.5753, 0.0351)
BVI 1.1490 (6.3784, 0.0351) (6.4791, 0.0225) n/a (6.4902, 0.0216)
BVI–VII 1.149328 (6.3789, 0.0348) (6.4786, 0.0223) n/a (6.4893, 0.0213)
BVII 1.1534 (6.3802, 0.0339) (6.4768, 0.0219) n/a (6.4875, 0.0209)
BVIII 1.1550 (6.3896, 0.0273) (6.4760, 0.0180) n/a (6.4754, 0.0175)
BVIII–BIX 1.1754978 (6.4274, 3.561×10−7) (6.4274, 3.561×10−7) n/a (6.4274, 3.561×10−7)
BIX 1.1755 n/a n/a n/a n/a
BIX–BX 1.5353044 n/a n/a n/a n/a
BX 1.550 n/a n/a n/a n/a
Apart from bifurcation diagram BI, there are nine other bifurcation diagrams, which we denote BII up to BX.
Our results were derived with topological arguments from bifurcation theory in combination with a careful numerical
investigation. Each transition between successive bifurcation diagrams is a codimension-three event that we will identify
and present as part of our discussion. In subsequent sections we present topological sketches of cases BII to BX, as well
as computed bifurcation diagrams in the (A, γG)-plane for values of the parameter σ listed in Table 2. As an overview
and outlook at what follows, Fig. 11 shows the σ-line with all cases BI–BX and the associated transitions between them,
both as a sketch at the top and with actual positions of numerically computed transitions at the bottom.
Cases BII to BVIII, which all feature a Bogdanaov-Takens point and associated bifurcation curves, are discussed in
detail in Sec. 3.1, where we present topological sketches in Fig. 12 and associated numerical evidence in Fig. 13; also shown
here are two-dimensional and three-dimensional images of the new phase portraits 10 and 11 in Fig. 14 and Figs. 15 and
16, repectively. The final two cases BIX and BX, which do no longer feature a Bogdanaov-Takens point, are discussed in
Sec. 3.3, where we explain them with a projection of the relevant bifurcation loci onto the (A, σ)-plane.
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Figure 11: A sketch of the σ-line (top) indicating the relative positions of all bifurcation cases BI–BX with values chosen
for the computed images in Fig. 13; identified values of the associated transitions are listed and indicated on the actual
σ-line (bottom).
3.1 Cases BII to BVIII
As σ is increased from σ = 1, the first codimension-three event we encounter is the change in type of the point NH at a
neutral-saddle homoclinic bifurcation (where the saddle quantity is zero). This occurs at σ = 1.03403 when the part of
the curve D tangent to curve L switches from the top-right-hand side of L to the bottom-left-hand side of L. This forces
the appearance of a point C of cusp bifurcation on the curve D of saddle-node bifurcations of periodic orbits, so that
D can remain connected to the rest of the bifurcation diagram above it. This transition gives the new case BII shown
in Fig 12. The bifurcation diagram is unchanged except for the curve D now crossing the curve L, forming a cusp and
connecting to the point NH from the other-side. As a result, the new region 10 is created. To show that this is really
the case, Fig. 13(a) at σ = 1.0670 presents the numerical evidence for the bifurcation diagram of case BII. Panel (a1)
provides a view of the entire bifurcation diagram. The different bifurcation curves are topologically as in the sketch in
Fig. 12, but lie very close to one another near the points C and NH. Also shown is the curve SQ. It is not actually a
bifurcation curve (for that reason it is shown in light grey) and it does not delineate any regions; however where it crosses
the curve L is exactly where the point NH occurs from which the curve D emerges. Panel (a2) shows an enlargement
near the points C and NH, enabling us see better the various regions. The curves H, L, and D are a bit clearer, but still
close to one another. To clarify their positioning, panel (a3) shows the same curves plotted relative to the curve H. This
is achieved by showing the signed distance γˆG in the γG-direction between the respective curves and the curve H. Hence,
H is the A-axis in the (γˆG, A)-plane of panel (a3), and regions 5, 6 and the newly formed region 10 are now visible very
clearly. This shows that for bifurcation case BII it is possible to transition from region 3 to region 10 via the curve D.
The sketch of the phase portrait in region 10 is shown at the top of Fig. 12. Compared to region 3, two new periodic
orbits exist in region 10: the attracting periodic orbit Γa2 and the periodic orbit Γ
×
3 of saddle type. This brings the total
number of attractors to three. Phase portrait 10 will be discussed in more detail in Sec. 3.2 with the help of computed
two-dimensional and three-dimensional images.
As σ is increased further, the next topological change is that the point GH moves from the right to the left of the
curve T. This is a codimension-two-plus-one event at which region 8 of case BII disappears; however, no other change of
the bifurcation diagram takes place at σ = 1.06960. The bifurcation diagram of case BIII is like case BII with the only
exception that the point GH is now completely to the left of T and region 8 has disappeared. The numerical evidence
shown in Fig. 13(b1) clearly illustrates that GH has moved from the right to the left of curve T. The enlargements (a2)
and (b2) show that all the other curves are still positioned as for case BII. Panel (b3) shows the curves H, L and D plotted
relative to the curve H in the (A, γˆG)-plane.
The next transition as σ is increased occurs when the point NH moves below the curve H. Again, it is a codimension-two-
plus-one event when NH lies on the curve L and subsequently moves below H. This transition takes place at σ = 1.06975.
The bifurcation diagram of case BIV is shown in Fig 12 and Fig. 13(c) presents the numerical evidence; its panel (c1)
shows all bifurcation curves, which lie close to one another near the points C and NH. The enlargement of this region is
shown in panel (c2): the curves H, L and D are still very close to one another but panel (c3) of the (A, γˆG)-plane shows
clearly that the point NH is now below the curve H. Notice closely regions 2, 5, 6, 10 and 11; the new region 11 is very
small but the figure clearly shows that it indeed exists. Moving from region 10 to region 11 is achieved by crossing the
curve H. The sketch of the phase portrait in region 11 at the top of Fig 12 shows that the saddle periodic orbit Γ×1 has
disappeared and q is now a saddle point. How this manifests itself in the three-dimensional phase space will be discussed
in Sec. 3.2.
Increasing σ further, we encounter another codimension-two-plus-one event when a second NH point emerges from
γG = 0. Consequently, a second region 11 is created as the NH point moves up along the curve L; see the sketch BV
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Figure 12: Sketches of bifurcation diagrams in the (A, γG)-plane of generic cases BII to BVIII, and transitions BV–VI
and BVI–VII, with phase portraits for the two new regions 10 and 11; compare with Fig. 1.
of Fig. 12. Numerically, the transition from case BIV to case BV occurs at σ = 1.10021, as determined by identifying
the additional intersection point between L and SQ with γG = 0 as accurately as possible. Figure 13(d) presents the
numerical evidence for the bifurcation diagram of case BV. Panel (d1) shows all bifurcation curves and, in particular, the
two points NH. Indeed, the curve SQ intersects the curve L at these two points. Panel (d2) shows an enlargement near
the two points NH, enabling us see better the regions delineated by the the curves H, L, and two curves D. Notice that
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Figure 13: Computed bifurcation diagram in the (A, γG)-plane of case BII at σ=1.0670 in panel (a) and for case BIII at
σ = 1.0697 in panel (b). Shown are curves S of saddle-nodes of equilibria (dark grey), T of transcritical (black), D of
saddle-node of periodic orbits (green), H of Hopf bifurcations (red) and L of homoclinic bifurcations (blue). Along the
curve SQ (light grey) the saddle quantity is zero. Also shown are points of codimension-two bifurcations, namely points
of generalised Hopf (GH), neutral-saddle homoclinic (NH), Cusp (C) and Bogdanov-Takens (BT) bifurcations. Inserts
(a2) and (b2) show enlargements of the respective shaded regions, and inserts (a3) and (b3) show the bifurcation curves
plotted relative to curve H in the region bounded by the vertical yellow lines in (a2) and (b2), respectively.
the two curves D effectively lie on top of the curve L, even at this enlarged scale. This is why we plot in Fig. 13(d3)
the curves H, D and SQ relative to L by showing them in the (A, γ˜G)-plane, where γ˜G is now the signed distance in the
γG-direction between the respective curve and L (which is now the A-axis). Regions 2, 4, 6 and even the two regions 11
are now visible much more clearly.
The next transition occurs when these two neutral-saddle homoclinic points NH come together to form a tangency
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Figure 13 (continued): Computed bifurcation diagram in the (A, γG)-plane for case BIV at σ = 1.0700 in panels (c) and
for case BV at σ = 1.1150 in panels (d). Here insert (c3) shows curves relative to H, while insert (d3) shows curves
relative to L.
between the curves D and L. We denote this bifurcation a fold neutral-saddle homoclinic or FNH. The moment of this
transition is shown in sketch BV–VI of Fig. 12. We found numerically that this transition happens for σ = 1.12181. The
numerical evidence showing the transitional case BV–BVI is provided in Fig. 13(e). The curves L, D and SQ are in very
close proximity, with D and L practically indistinguishable in panel (e1); we remark that this remains to be so up to
case BVIII. Even in the enlargement in panel (e2) near the point FNH shows the curves L, D and SQ in very close to
one anothe, but the plot in Fig. 13(e3) in the (A, γ˜G)-plane illustrates clearly how all three curves are tangent at FNH.
Therefore, for larger σ, case BVI of the bifurcation diagram emerges, which is sketched in Fig. 12 with the numerical
evidence in Fig 13(f). The only topological difference from case BV is the disappearance of the two points NH and the
merger of two regions 11 into a single region 11. Note that the point GH is now very close to the curve L, as shown in
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Figure 13 (continued): Computed bifurcation diagram in the (A, γG)-plane case BV–VI at σ = 1.12181 in panels (e) and
for case BVI at σ = 1.1490 in panels (f). Here insert (e3) shows curves relative to L, while insert (f3) shows curves relative
to H.
the (A, γˆG)-plane of Fig. 13(f3), resulting in a much smaller region 5. Finally, GH moves from the right to the left of L
in a codimension-two-plus-one bifurcations shown as BVI–BVII in Fig. 12. Numerically, we found that the point GH lies
on the curve L for σ = 1.14933. The numerical evidence for this transition is shown in Fig. 13(g); see, in particular, the
enlargements around the point GH in panels (g2) and (g3).
The resulting bifurcation diagram of case BVII for larger σ is very similar to case BVI, with the only exception that
the point GH is now to the left of the curve L. As a consequence, region 5 has disappeared; see also the numerical evidence
in Fig. 13(h). Panel (h2) shows that the point GH has completely moved from the right to the left of the curve L; see
also panel (h3). The next transition we encounter, as σ is increased further, occurs when the end point of the curve H
on γG = 0 lies on the curve T. This is a codimension-two-plus-one event, which we refer to as HT0. Past this special
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Figure 13 (continued): Computed bifurcation diagram in the (A, γG)-plane of transition BVI–VII at σ = 1.14933 in panels
(g) and for case BVII at σ = 1.1500 in panels (h).
point, the end point of H is on the other side of the curve T, which results in the disappearance of region 7. We found
numerically that HT0 occurs at σ = 1.15362. The bifurcation diagram of case BVIII is then as sketched in Fig. 12, and
the numerical evidence for it is presented in Fig. 13(i). In panel (i1) the entire curve H is seen as lying to the left of T;
the enlargements near the points GH and C in panels (i2) and (i3) show that there is no change otherwise.
3.2 Phase portraits 10 and 11
Computed images of the phase portraits in new regions 10 and 11 are presented as two-dimensional projections in Fig. 14
and in the full three-dimensional phase space in Figs. 15 and 16.
As the sketch at the top of Fig. 12 and Fig. 14 show, phase portrait 10 features three attractors: the off-state o, the
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Figure 13 (continued): Computed bifurcation diagram in the (A, γG)-plane of case BVIII at σ = 1.1550.
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Figure 14: The two phase portraits in regions 10 and 11 projected onto the (G, I)-plane, showing equilibria (blue and red
diamonds) and periodic orbits (blue and red curves); attracting objects are blue and saddle objects are red.
equilibrium q and the periodic orbit Γa2 . To fully understand the organization of phase space one must consider the phase
portraits in R3 shown in Figs. 15. The manifolds W s(p) and W s(Γ×1 ) form two different basin boundaries that delineate
the three basins of attraction; hence, the system is tri-stable in the new region 10. Specifically, W s(Γ×1 ) forms a cylinder,
and any initial condition on the inside of it goes to q; any initial condition on the outside of W s(Γ×1 ) but on the inner
side of W s(p) goes to Γa2 ; Finally, an initial condition on the outer side of W
s(p) goes to o. Figure 15(a2) also shows the
stable manifold W s(p), which rolls up as a carpet-like structure accumulating on W s(Γ×1 ).
Region 11 from region 10 differs in that, following the Hopf bifurcation H, the equilibrium q is now a saddle point
while the saddle periodic orbit Γ×1 has disappeared; hence there are now only the two attractors o and Γ
a
2 and the laser is
bistable. This is already clear from the sketch at the top of Fig. 12 and from its computed version in Fig. 14. The phase
portraits in R3 of Figs. 15 show that the stable manifold W s(p) forms a basin boundary that delineates two basins of
attraction. Notice that the surface W s(p) wraps around the attracting equilibrium q and the periodic orbits Γa2 and Γ
×
3 ;
as such, any initial condition on the inner side of W s(p) goes to the attracting periodic orbit Γa2 . On the other hand, an
initial condition on the other side of W s(p) goes to the off-state o.
3.3 Cases BIX and BX
As σ is increased further, the point BT slides down the curve S; moreover, the bifurcation curves H, L and D move down
as well toward the point where S meets the axis γG = 0. This is illustrated in Fig. 17, where panel (a1) shows a projection
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Figure 15: Phase portrait in region 10 in the (G,Q, I)-space showing the attracting equilibria o and q (blue diamond),
saddle equilibrium p (red diamond), attracting periodic orbit Γa2 (blue curve), saddle periodic orbits Γ
×
1 (red curve) and
Γ×3 (red curve) and manifolds W
ss(q) (blue curve) and Wu(o) (black curve). Panel (a1) shows the surfaces W s(Γ×1 ) (teal
surface), W s(Γ×3 ) (light blue surface), W
u(Γ×1 ) (red surface) and W
u(Γ×3 ) (red surface), panel (a2) also shows W
s(p)
(dark blue surface); see Table 1 for parameter values.
onto the (A, σ)-plane; here, the codimension-one bifurcations S and T appear as curves since these bifurcations do not
depend on γG. Also plotted are the projections of the codimension-two curves BT of Bogdanov-Takens bifurcation (teal),
GH of generalised Hopf bifurcation (yellow) and C of cusp (black). Moreover, we plot the intersection curve H∩L (purple),
which is the codimension-one-plus-one event discussed earlier. The curve BT lies on S and all curves terminate at the
point BT0 where BT reaches γG = 0. We determined that this happens at σ
BT0 = 1.17550 (then γG = 3.56084 × 10−7,
which is the smallest value for which the curve BT is found). Panel (a2) is an enlargement around the point BT0; it
shows how the curves BT, GH, C and H∩L indeed approach BT0 while maintaining their relative positions. The curves
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Figure 16: Phase portrait in region 11 in the (G,Q, I)-space showing the attracting equilibria o (blue diamond), saddle
equilibria p, q (red diamond), attracting periodic orbit Γa2 (blue curve), saddle periodic orbit Γ
×
3 (red curve) and manifolds
W s(q) (blue curve) and Wu(p) (black curve). Also shown are the surfaces W s(p) (dark blue surface), W s(Γ×3 ) (light blue
surface), Wu(Γ×3 ) (red surface); see Table 1 for parameter values.
H, L and D have been found for σ ∈ {1.1555, 1.1623, 1.1704}, which is indicated by the dots in Fig. 17(a2) from which
the shown curves have been rendered. Figure. 17(b) shows the final slice of the bifurcation diagram in the (A, γG)-plane
for σ = 1.1704, which is at the limit of what can be achieved with the continuation software. Indeed, the bifurcation
curves H, L and D are topologically as in Fig. 13(i) of case BVIII; hence this is numerical confirmation that H, L and D
shrink down to the point BT0 while maintaining their relative positions, meaning that case BVIII exists all the way up
to σBT0 = 1.17550 where the curves BT, GH, C and H∩L disappear at BT0. For σBT0 < σ the new case BIX occurs,
which consists of only crossing S and T for any γG, giving the transition from region 1 to region 4 to region 9. This is
illustrated in Fig. 17(a1) by the box in the grey region indicating the σ-range of case BIX.
For even larger σ, the curve S becomes tangent to T at the point ST at σST = 1.53529, above which the curve S
continues on but corresponds to a saddle node bifurcation for negative intensity I. Hence, for σST < σ the bifurcation S is
no longer physically relevant, and so not part of the bifurcation diagram, and we find the new bifurcation case BX, which
involves crossing only T. Case BX involves only the transition from region 1 to region 9, and this is again illustrated in
the box in the white region. This actually corresponds to the laser switching on at the laser threshold: the laser is off in
region 1 and turns on in region 9 with gradually increasing intensity. This is the case for any sufficiently large value of σ
and, hence, overall, there are indeed ten bifurcation cases BI to BX.
3.4 Expressions for the points HT0, BT0 and ST
As we show now, the σ-values of the transition points HT0, BT0 and ST can actually be computed analytically, and
their analytical values indeed agree (up to five decimal places) with the numerical ones found by continuation. Their
locations can be derived from analytic expressions for equilibria of Eqs. (2) and their bifurcations; these can be obtained
by extending the calculations in [21] for σ = 1 to the case of general σ 6= 1. This was first done in [30] for a variant of
the Yamada model with a different σ-dependence.
We report here the expressions of the bifurcations of Eqs. (2) that are required to determine the points HT0, BT0 and
ST; our calculations were performed symbolically with the help of the package Mathematica.
Proposition
The bifurcation set of Eqs. (2) in (A, γG, σ)-space features the following bifurcations.
(i) A transcritical bifurcation T of the off-state equilibrium o = (A,B, 0) occurs at
AT = B + 1 for any σ and any γG. (3)
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Figure 17: Computed bifurcation diagram in the (A, σ)-plane. Shown in panel (a1) are the surfaces S of saddle-node (dark
grey) and T of transcritical (black) bifurcations, which meet at the point ST and are curves in projection; also shown are
the curves BT of Bogdanov-Takens (teal), GH of generalised Hopf (yellow), and C of cusp (black) bifurcations, and the
intersection curve H∩L (purple), which end at the point BT0. The σ-range of bifurcation case BIX in between the point
BT0 and ST is shaded, and insert (a2) shows an enlargement of the shaded region near the point BT0. Panel (b) shows
the computed bifurcation diagram in the (A, γG)-plane of case BVIII at σ = 1.1704, with the curves S (dark grey), T
(black), D (green), H (red), L (blue) and SQ (light grey) and the codimension-two points GH, C and BT; compare with
Fig. 13(i).
For A < AT the equilibrium o = (A,B, 0) is stable.
(ii) A saddle-node bifurcation S occurs at
AS(σ) =
a+ (B − 1)σ + 2√Bσ(a− σ)
a
for any γG, (4)
and for 0 < σ < a. For A < AS(σ) there is only the equilibrium o = (A,B, 0), while for AS(B) < A there are also
the equilibria
x± = (A/(1 + I±), Bσ/(σ + aI±), I±) with (5)
I± =
a(A− 1)− (B + 1)σ ±√a2(A− 1)2 − 2a(BA−A+B + 1)σ + (B + 1)2σ2
2a
. (6)
Note that p = x− is a saddle with two unstable eigenvalues, while q = x+ may be a sink or a saddle with one
unstable eigenvalue.
(ii) A simultaneous saddle-node and transcritical bifurcation ST occurs at
AST(σ) = B + 1 and σST =
aB
B + 1
for any γG. (7)
For a = 1.8 and B = 5.8 the point ST is at AST = 6.8 and σST = 1.53529.
(iv) A Hopf bifurcation H of the equilibrium q = x+ occurs at
γH(σ) =
σ
(
aB −Aσ3) I+
(1 + I+)(aI+ + σ)(aI+ + σ(1 + σ + σI+))
(8)
where I+is given by (6).
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(v) A simultaneous Hopf and transcritical bifurcation HT0 with γ = 0 occurs at
AHT0(σ) = B + 1 and σHT0 = 3
√
aB
B + 1
. (9)
For a = 1.8 and B = 5.8 the point HT0 is at A
HT0 = 6.8 and σHT0 = 1.15362.
(vi) A Bogdanov-Takens bifurcation occurs at
ABT(σ) = AS(σ) and
γBTG (σ) =
(−a2B − aσ2 + (B + 1)σ3)√Bσ(a− σ) +B(a− σ)σ(a(B + 1 + σ − (B + 1)σ2))
B((B + 1)σ − a)(a− σ)2 . (10)
(vii) A Bogdanov-Takens bifurcation BT0 with γG = 0 occurs at the point (A
BT0 , σBT0), where ABT0 = AS(σBT0) and
σBT0 is the smallest positive real zero of
Q(σ) = a2B − 2aBσ2 − aσ3 + (B + 1)σ4, (11)
which exists provided that
a >
16
27
(
−9B − 8B2 +
√
27B + 108B2 + 144B3 + 64B4
)
. (12)
For a = 1.8 and B = 5.8 the point BT0 is at A
BT0 = 6.4274 and σBT0 = 1.17550.
Proof: The Jacobian of Eqs. (2) is
DF =
−γg(I + 1) 0 −Gγg0 −(γg(σ + Ia))/σ2 −(Qaγg)/σ2
I −I G−Q− 1
 . (13)
Evaluating DF at o = (A,B, 0) yields A− B − 1 as the eigenvalue of the eigenvector (0, 0, 1); the other two eigenvalues
are nonzero and (i) follows. The additional two equilibria (5) are readily found from Eqs. (2), and they exist only when
the expression under the square root in (6) is positive. When this quadratic expression is zero then there is a saddle-node
bifurcation at xS, defined as in (5) with I± = IS = ±
√
Bσ(a− σ)/a. The formula for AS(σ) in (4) is the branch where
IS is positive and, hence, (ii) follows. Equating A
T = AS(σ) of (3) and (4) gives (7) and (iii).
The condition for the Hopf bifurcation is that the Jacobian DF in (13) evaluated at the equilibrium q = x+ has purely
complex conjugate eigenvalues with non-zero imaginary part. This can be verified from the characteristic polynomial,
which is of the form χ(λ) = λ3 − tλ2 + rλ − d (where t is the trace and d the determinant), by imposing the Hurwitz
condition sr − d = 0. In this way, the expression for the Hopf bifurcation in (iv) is found. Since I+ 6= 0 for 0 < σ, the
nominator of γH(σ) in (8) has a positive zero exactly when aB −Aσ3 = 0 and (9) of (v) follows with A = AT = B + 1.
The Jacobian DF evaluated at the saddle node xS has a zero eigenvalue, meaning that the characteristic polynomial
χ(λ) has zero as a root and, hence, a factor λ. The quadratic condition that zero is a double root of χ(λ) yields the
formula for γBTG (σ) in (10) of (vi). The numerator of (10) is of the form V
√
U + W , and quadratic expansion, that is,
multiplication with V
√
U −W , yields the eight-order polynomial
P (σ) = Bσ(σ − a)((B + 1)σ − a)((B + 1)σ − aB)Q(σ),
where Q(σ) is given by (11). The four explicit zeros 0 < a/(B + 1) < aB/(B + 1) < a of P (σ) lie outside of the range
1 < σ < σST = aB/(B + 1) of where the point BT0 must lie. Hence, its σ-value is a zero of the forth-order polynomial
Q(σ). Its derivative is
Q′(σ) = σ(−4aB − 3aσ + 4(B + 1)σ2).
Since its quartic term is positive, it follows that Q(σ) has the maximum Q(0) = a2B > 0 at 0 and minima at
σ± =
3a±√a√9a+ 64B + 64B2
8(B + 1)
with σ− < 0 < σ+. Hence, positive roots of Q(σ) exist when
Q(σ+) = −
√
a(9a+ 64B(B + 1)))
3
2 + 27a2 + 288aB(B + 1)− 512B(B + 1)2
512(B + 1)3
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is negative. To determine the limiting case where Q(σ+) = 0 we again perform a quadratic expansion of the numerator,
which yields the second-order polynomial
R(a) = 1024B(B + 1)3(256B(B + 1)− 32B(8B + 9)a− 27a2);
its only positive zero is
16
27
(
−9B − 8B2 +
√
27B + 108B2 + 144B3 + 64B4
)
,
which shows (12) and completes (vii). 
3.5 Three-parameter bifurcation diagram in (A, γG, σ)-space
The computed two-dimensional bifurcation diagrams in the (A, γG)-plane of Figs. 13 and 17 illustrate qualitative changes
in shape and size of curves and regions as σ is increased from σ = 1. Figure 18 summarises the entire transition for
increasing σ by showing the corresponding three-parameter bifurcation diagram, where σ is the third direction. The
emphasis here is not on the details of the individual cases BI–BX discussed earlier, but on providing an overview of how
the loci of the different bifurcations change with σ.
Figure 18 progressively builds up the three-parameter bifurcation diagram in (A, γG, σ)-space from panel to panel for
A in the range [5.50, 7.00], γG in the range [0, 0.40] and σ in the range [0.85, 1.14], which spans the bifurcation cases
BI to BVI. Bifurcation cases beyond case BVI are very small and would be hard to decern on the scale shown. In this
representation, codimension-one bifurcations are now surfaces while codimension-two bifurcations are now curves. Panel
(a) shows the surface S of saddle-node bifurcations (light grey) which has the shape of a curved vertical sheet. It meets
the surface H of Hopf bifurcations (red) along the curve BT of Bogdanov-Takens bifurcations (teal); moreover, on H there
is the curve GH of general Hopf bifurcations (yellow). Notice how the surface H dips downward towards γG = 0 as σ
increases while the curves BT and GH on H come down towards smaller γG. Figure 18(b) shows also the surface L of
homoclinic bifurcations (blue) that lies above the surface H to the immediate right of S from where H and L emanate.
However, L goes below the surface H after intersecting it along the curve H∩L (white). This curve is not a codimension-
two bifurcation curve but rather corresponds to a codimension-one-plus-one event where two codimension-one bifurcations
happen to occur simultaneously. Also shown is the curve NH of neutral-saddle homoclinics (green) on L; it crosses H,
has a fold point with respect to σ (at the point FNH) and then ends at γG = 0. The final panel (c) now shows the entire
bifurcation diagram in the (A, γG, σ)-space. Also shown is the surface T of transcritical bifurcations (dark grey) which
is a vertical plane to the right of the surface L; notice how T intersects H along the curve H∩T (cream), which is a
codimension-one-plus-one event.
Figure 18 is designed to give detailed insight into the relative positions of surfaces; therefore, these have been rendered
in a transparent fashion so that changes in the general positions of curves and surfaces are easily seen. Although this
compact representation does not show all the details that have been discussed at great length in the previous section,
it provides an overall impression of the regions and surfaces in the (A, γG, σ)-space. In particular, all the surfaces come
down towards smaller values of γG as σ is increased. This shows that the regions bounded by these surfaces also become
smaller and can only be found close to γG = 0 for larger σ.
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Figure 18: Three parameter bifurcation diagram in the (A, γG, σ)-space for A ∈ [5.50, 7.00], γG ∈ [0, 0.40] and σ ∈
[0.85, 1.14]. Panels (a) to (c) show a successive build-up of the bifurcation diagram, consisting of surfaces of codimension-
one and curves of codimension-two bifurcations. The surfaces and curves are rendered from the highlighted curves and
points for fixed σ. Panel (a) shows the surfaces S of saddle-node bifurcations (light grey) and H of Hopf bifurcations (red),
which meet along the curve of Bogdanov-Takens (BT) bifurcations (teal) curve; also shown is the curve GH of generalised
Hopf bifurcations (yellow). Panel (b) also shows the surface L of homoclinic bifurcations (blue), which intersects the
surface H along the curve H∩L (white); also shown is the curve NH of neutral saddle homoclinics (green). Panel (c) also
shows the surface T of transcritical bifurcations (dark grey) and its intersection curve H∩T (cream) with H.
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4 Conclusions
We presented a classification of the dynamics of a self-pulsing laser with saturable absorber as described by the Yamada
model. More specifically, for the most relevant case with complicated dynamics organised by a Bogdanov-Takens point,
we presented the bifurcation structure that explains how the observable dynamics depends on the pump parameter A,
the gain decay parameter γG, and the decay ratio σ between γG the decay parameter γQ in the absorber section. The
new aspect of this work is the additional dependence on the parameter σ. Our results expand the previous work in [21]
that only considered the case of equal decay times. As a first result, we showed here that the respective bifurcation
diagram, BI in our notation, is actually valid for all 0 < σ ≤ 1, that is, for any laser with saturable absorber with
γG ≤ γQ; this explains why the initial study in [21] has been more widely applicable than initially thought. Morever,
our study gives a complete understanding of the dynamics for any value of σ. In fact, for 1 < σ such that γQ < γG, we
found new dynamics and changes in the composition of the bifurcation diagram, including two new regions appearing and
other regions disappearing. We provided sketches of generic bifurcation cases BI to BX and transitions between them
via codimension-three events as σ increases. These sketches are accompanied by evidence in the (A, γG)-plane of careful
numerical investigations, including enlargements of regions that verify the presence or absence of certain dynamics. While
our bifurcation study is complete from a mathematical perspective, some regions are very small and can be found only
by very careful numerical investigation. In fact, we do not expect all regions to be physically accessible in an experiment.
On the other hand, the overall dynamics presented is of immediate relevance, and it is our hope that our results may
serve as a “road map” for future experimental investigations.
One concrete example of an observable prediction from our work is the following. For bifurcation cases BV to BX,
for smallγG the homoclinic bifurcation L is no longer immediately followed by the transcritical bifurcation T. In practical
terms this means that self-pulsations will be observable for suitable initial conditions prior to the threshold of the laser;
this is in contrast to cases BI to BIV, where the onset of self-pulsations effectively coincides with the laser threshold [21].
The transition between these two scenarios is due to a neutral saddle homoclinic bifurcation point existing for γG = 0,
which is a special point of codimension three; in spite of the fact that it represents a global bifurcation, it might be
possible to study this point by blow-up techniques similar to those in [31].
In addition to the bifurcation analysis, we have also looked in detail at the geometry of invariant objects in the full
three-dimensional phase space. For the different regions of qualitative dynamics, we presented complete computed images
of the respective phase portraits. In particular, we determined and discussed in detail the geometry of the two-dimensional
stable manifolds of the relevant invariant objects, equilibria and periodic orbits of saddle type, that form the boundaries
between different basins of attraction. In this way, we clarified the organisation of multi-stabilty, as well as the exact
nature of the excitability threshold in this laser system. These results are made possible by employing advanced numerical
techniques, specifically the continuation of solutions of suitable two-point boundary value problems [32]. Showing global
manifolds as surfaces in the three-dimensional phase space is important from a theoretical as well as a practical perspective
to determine the nature and number of attractors, their locations in phase space and the locations of the boundaries
of their basins. Although, we give renditions of all phase portraits at specific values of the system parameters, they
nevertheless provide a general representation of what the organisation of phase space looks like in the particular region.
Our representative phase portraits have the potential to predict effects that may appear to be counter-intuitive. An
example is the observation that an excitable response may not occur if the system is perturbed with an input pulse that
is too large. This is explained by the geometry of the excitability threshold, formed by the stable manifold of a saddle
equilibrium in the relevant region, which folds over in the region of the off-state to create an upper bound of intensity
perturbations that result in an output pulse.
We expect that our work will be of direct interest to any study of laser devices with different decay times of gain and
absorber, which is the typical situation. An example is the characterisation of a micropillar laser with an intra-cavity
saturable absorber, which was shown in [24, 25] to be described well by the Yamda model with σ close to one. Subsequent
work in [33, 34] considered sustaining pulse trains in such a device via optical feedback, where the gain decays faster than
the absorption. In recent work [27], we consider a relatively short all-fibre laser, comprised of a 1 m gain section and an
absorber section ranging from 0.21 m to 1.48 m, and showed that it displays Q-switching. Moreover, for this laser system
pulsing mechanism and threshold shows good agreement with the predictions of the Yamada model. In particular, the
onset of oscillations and subsequent pulse characteristics, either via a homoclinic bifurcation or a Hopf bifurcation, agrees
very well with experimental observations. For comparison with a specific experiment, it is necessary to translate the
physical parameters of the device to associated parameters of the model; these include the input pump power to A and
decay life times γG and γQ of gain and absorber medium, respectively. This can be a challenge in light of experimental
difficulties to determine the exact values of physical parameters. Nevertheless, the work presented here can serve as a
guide, in particular, since certain dynamics of interest, such as multi-stabilty and excitability, exists over reasonably large
ranges of the system parameters.
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